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By Tracy Cooper-Posey

Tracy Cooper-Posey. Paperback. Book Condition: New. Paperback. 170 pages. Dimensions: 8.0in. x
5.0in. x 0.5in.Not all armor is visible. Can he win through hersWhen Seth OConnor pulls Gabrielle
Sherborne out from under her wrecked car in the middle of an icy river high in the Canadian
Rockies just before Christmas, he never thought that someone might actually be gunning for the
infamous wild child of the famous Hollywood director, Cameron MacKenzie Sherborne III, and the
family that puts up with her antics. Told by his superiors to insert himself into the Sherborne family
and protect Gabrielle, Seth learns that the former film star is anything but a brat. Shes all woman,
incredibly sexy and smart, with a vulnerability that eats right through the armour over his heart.
That makes doing his job suddenly very tough for Captain Seth OConnor, for the unfriendlies are
closing in. . . Reviewer Top Pick, The Romance Reviews. This book is part of the Romantic Thrillers
collection, which is now available in a boxed set, Thrilling Affair, at a 30 discount. - Dead Again-
Dead Double- Fatal Wild Child- Terror StashAll are novel-sized, or plus-sized novel stories!Tracy
Cooper-Posey is an Amazon 1 Best Selling Author....
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ReviewsReviews

These kinds of publication is the ideal pdf o ered. It generally is not going to expense too much. I am just delighted to let you know that this is actually the
very best book i have go through inside my very own life and might be he finest ebook for ever.
-- Mabelle Schoen-- Mabelle Schoen

Great e book and beneficial one. It is amongst the most awesome pdf i actually have read through. You wont feel monotony at at any time of your own time
(that's what catalogs are for relating to if you request me).
-- Dorothy Daugherty-- Dorothy Daugherty
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